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4. THE EIGENFUNCTIONS OF THE SECOND ORDER OPERATOR DI 
If the operator Dl a&y given by (2.8) is expressed in terms of the coordi- 
nates u, 21 (cf. formula (3.10)) then we obtain 
(4.1) +(u2-2v2-221)& +[-(a+/9+2y+3) u+(Zg-2c& 
In this section it will be proved that the polynomials ~;:$Y(u, v) defined 
by (3.14) are eigenfunctions of D, a*B*Y. The proof is based on two lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.1. If @fl*y is given by (4.1) and if (n, k) E Jlr then 
+ polynomial of degree less than (n, k). 
LEMMA 4.2. For arbitrary polynomials p(u, v) and q(u, w) it holds that 
JJ (0~B.y p(u, v)) q(u, v) ,LPJJ(u, v) du dv 
={J $$u, v)(@~~' q(U, v)) Pa'BSY(U, v)dudv. 
Lemma 4.1 follows immediately from (4.1). Lemma 4.2 follows from 
Theorem 2.1 and from formulas (2.11) and (3.11). 
THEOREM 4.3. Let (n, k) E Jtr. Then 
(4.4) D~B.‘~~:~Y=[-n(n+a+B+2r+2)--(k+a+B+l)]p~:k~. 
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PROOF. By Lemma 4.1 the function @p-Y $&J(u, V) is a polynomial 
of degree (n, k). Let (m, I) E Jtr and (m, Z)<(n, k). Then it follows from 
Lemma 4.2 and formula (3.14) that 
Hence DI $)zfY(u, v) is a polynomial of degree (n, k) orthogonal to all 
polynomials of lower degree, so DI p;:$Y(u, v) = const. p$Y(u, v). The value 
of the constant follows from (4.2). Q.e.d. 
5. THE FOURTH ORDER OPERATOR DZ 
In this section we shall generalize the formulas (3.15), (3.16) and (3.17) 
by finding second order differential operators D”+@J’ and LWY such that 
D~J’ pzfY= con&. p;,,“+:$+:*Y and P4fi.Y ~;+~:{A~~Y= const. p;:$r. 
Then D”G@*Y P:fl*Y is a fourth order operator which has the polynomials 
pg-$J as eigenfunotions. 
‘Let us define 
(6-l) D2s*y=Dc= 2(a_ly)“+, [$-y,“+$ ) ( +; (x-y)“f’&)] 
and 
o”~B~y=((l--2)(1--y))-“((l+x)(l+y))-~ Dv_ 
(5.2) 
~((l-x)(l-yy))“+’ ((l+x)(l+y))~+‘. 
These operators are generalizations of the differential operators in (3.15) 
and (3.16), respectively. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let OL, /?, y> -1, a~+y+3/2>0, B+r+3/2>0. For arbi- 
trary symmetric polynomials p(x, y) and @, y) it holds that 
PROOF. Let &(x,y)=((l-x)(1-y))“+l((l+x)(l+y))~+lq(x,y). Then we 
have to prove that 
Denote the left hand side of this equality by 11 and the right hand side 
by Iz. Let 
Ia=-s,s &Ki ( ‘p bQ + $2 1 (x-yp+lazay. 
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Let bR denote the boundary of R. Integration by parts and application 
of Gauss’s theorem gives 
and 
11=ls+f (x-yp+' 
aR 
Q&y - gdx) 
‘~=‘9+~! (x-y)“+’ p $dy - $x 
> 
. 
On the sides y= - 1 and x= 1 the contour integrals vanish since Q and 
b&/ox vanish for y= - 1 and Q and b&/by vanish for x= 1. The contour 
integrals evidently vanish on the side x = y if y > - 4. Otherwise we have 
to use that the normal derivatives of p and Q on the line x= y vanish. 
Thus it is proved that II = Is= Iz. &.e.d. 
If the operators LX and D”;@.y are expressed in terms of u and v then 
we obtain the formulas 
(5.4) 
I DyJ=(l-u+v)-~ (l+u+V)-wy1-u+vy+l (l+u+v)~+l 
=(-u~+v2+2v+l)~ +(-u3+uv~+2uv+u)& 
(5.5) t 
+ (-u%+?13+2v~+v)~2 +[(a-p)(u~-2v-2)+(a+B+2)(?4v-u)]~ 
I + ~(a+~+y+~)(-u~+2v)+(a-8)(uv-u)+(2a+2B+y+~~)v~+(y+~)l~ 
LEMMA 5.2. Let the operators W and D”$oJ’ be given by (6.4) and 
(5.5). Let (n, k) EN. If k>O then 
(6.6) 
- k DC (e-k vk )- (n+y+&)Wkvk-1 
+ polynomial of degree less than (n - 1, k - l), 
(5.7) 
PT@.Y (un-“cvk-‘)=(k+or+,$+l)(n+cw+B+r+#)un-W 
+polynomial of degree less than (n, k). 
Furthermore 
(5.8) Dy un = n(n - I) w-2. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let a,/?,~>--1, or+y+3/2>0, B+y+3/2>0. For arbi- 
trary polynomials ~(u, v) and q(u, v) it holds that 
(5.9) 
;J (Ix p(u, v)) p(u, v) p+1*fl+1qu, v) au dv 
= s,s p(u, v)(q!*Y q(u, v)) pyu, v) au dv. 
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Lemma 5.2 follows immediately from (5.4) and (5.5). Lemma 5.3 follows 
from Lemma 5.1 by using (3.11). 
THEOREM 5.4. Let 01, /?, y> - 1, ~y+y+3/2>0, /?+~+3/2>0 and 
(n, k) E JV. Then 
k(n+y+&p,“+~$_+~Y for k>O 
(5.10) D- p;;$J= 
0 for k=O, 
(5.11) o”i”yp~,,“f::8+:*Y=(kt-or+B+ l)(n+a+B+r+#) p$’ for boa 
PROOF. By Lemma 5.3 we hsve 
It follows from Lemma 5.2 that Dv_ p:;$Y(u, v) is a polynomial which has 
degree (n-l, k-1) if k>O, degree not larger than (n-2,n-2) if k=O, 
n> 2, and which is the zero polynomial if k = 0, n = 0 or 1. Similarly 
.&pJ p;3l.p+l*Y(u, v) is a polynomial of degree not larger than (m+ 1, E+ 1). 
First we prove (5.10) for k>O. Let (m, l)<(n-1, k-l) in (5.12). Then 
the right hand side of (5.12) is equal to zero by the orthogonality property 
of the polynomials with respect to the weight function ,u”J*Y. Thus the 
left hand side of (5.12) vanishes. By using the orthogonal&y property of 
the polynomials with respect to the weight function ,uor+l*fl+l*Y it follows 
that D’- p$Y = const. p;?“+::fkkY and the constant is given by (5.6). If 
k=O, n>2 then (5.10) follows by choosing (m, Z)g(n-2, n-2) in (5.12). 
Formula (5.10) is evident if (n, k)=(O, 0) or (1, 0). Formula (5.11) can be 
derived in a similar ws,y as (5.10) by putting (n, k) <(m+ 1, I+ 1) in (5.12). 
&.e.d. 
Let the fourth order partial differential operator @sJ’ be defined by 
(5.13) Q.P.V=D~%Y Dv_. 
COROLLARY 5.5. Let (n, k) E JV. Then 
(5.14) ~a~y~~;~Y=k(k+cx+B+l)(n+y+~)(n+or+B+y+~)p~:g.Y. 
We conclude this section by expressing the operator Dz in terms of 
s and t. It follows that 
Q&Y = 
(5.15) 
4~r(s,ttur,(s,t)[~(wa(8,1)~) +;(-e(+9] 
where 
wl(8, t) = (sin & sin &Q2”+l (cos $s COB &)2fl+1, 
wz(s, t) = (sin i(t + s) sin i(t - .s))m+l. 
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Observe that 
Dz= b4 be2 + terms of order less than four. 
6. THEALGEBRAOFDIFFERENTIALOPERATORSOENERATEDBY DI AND DZ 
In the previous sections we have obtained two differential operators 
D1 and Dz for which the polynomials p;:$Y are eigenfunctions. It is a 
natural problem to find the general form of the differential operators 
which admit the polynomials l)n.k a~~~7 as eigenfunctions. This question will 
be considered in the present section. 
Prom now on it is supposed that the parameters LY, 8, y are fixed. 
We shall write r)n,k instead of p$$. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let the differential operator 
(6.1) D= 2 
(tn. 2) < hk) 
urn,z(u, 4 (y-z(;) 
admit the polynomials pnt, r(u, V) as eigenfunctions. Then D is completely 
determined by the eigenvalues of r),,,, 1, (m, 2) <(n, k), and a,,r(zc, V) is a 
polynomial in u and v of degree not larger than (m, 1). 
PROOF. Let D pm,l=L,tpm,l. Then 
@,O(U, V)=lO,O, (m-Z)!Z! am,Z(U, V)=3Lm,I~m,I(U, v) 
This recurrence relation completely determines the coefficients am, r(u, v). 
It follows by complete induction with respect to (m, E) E .N that am, ~(u, W) 
is a polynomial in u and v of degree not exceeding (nz, I). Q.e.d. 
COROLLARY 6.2. Let D and D’ be two differential operators which 
admit the polynomials pn, k(U, V) as eigenfunctions. Then DD’ = D’D. 
LEMMA 6.3. Let the differential operator D be given by (6.1), where 
the coefficients a,, r(u, w) are polynomials in u and v. Let D be transformed 
in terms of s and t, u = cos s+ cos t, v= cos s cos t, and write 
D= z b&, t) (s, t) E R. 
i+i=Gn 
Then the functions bt, have unique extensions to one-valued analytic 
functions, regular for all complex s and t except possibly on the lines 
sin s=O, sin t= 0, sin &(s+ t)= 0 and sin &(s- t) =O. The operator D is 
invariant under the reflections 
(8, t) --f ( -s, t), (s, t) -+ (s, -t) and (s, t) -+ (t, s). 
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PROOF. The Lemma follows by 
urn,z(u, v) (g-’ (;) = a,, z(cos s + COB t, CO8 s CO8 t) 
[ 
CO8 8 
A+ 
co9 t b 1 
m-l 
’ sin 8( co8 t - cos 9) bs sin t( cos s - cos t) Z 
1 
’ [ 
A+ 
1 b z 
sin s( co8 s - co8 t) Bs sin t(cos t - 00s s) 1 Z * 
Q.e.d. 
LEMMA 6.4. Let D be a differential operator of order m which admits 
the polynomials pn,k(u, v) as eigenfunctions. Then in terms of s and t the 
operator D equals 
(‘3.2) D= ~o~z(~)-z 6) + terms of lower order 
with constant coefficients cr. 
PROOF. By Corollary 6.2 D commutes with DI and Dz. We have 
DI=;+& +terms of lower order, 
D2 = & tterms of lower order. 
Let D be given by (6.2), where cl =cr(s, t) may depend on s, t. The vanishing 
of the terms of order m+ 1 in the operator DDl- DI D implies that 
ts cz(s, q + itcz-l(S, t) = 0, lgl<m, 
$ co@, q=o, b s cm(s, t) = 0. 
The vanishing of the terms of order m+ 3 in the operator DDz - DZ D 
implies that 
b 
$“(S’ 4 + as 2 C&1(8, t) = 0, lGl<m, 
$ co@, t) = 0, $ cm(s, t) = 0. 
It follows that 
&(s, q=o= 
b 
&c&T t), O<l=Gm. 
Hence the coefficients cz are constants. Q.e.d. 
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Clearly, each differential operator D which is a polynomial in the 
commuting differential operators DI and DZ admits the polynomials pla,k 
as eigenfunctions. We can now prove the converse statement. 
THEOREM 6.5. Let D be a differential operator which admits the poly- 
nomials pn,k as eigenfunctions. Then D can be expressed in one and only 
one way as a polynomial in the operators DI and Dz. 
PROOF. Suppose that there exist differential operators admitting the 
polynomials pn,k as eigenfunctions which can not be expressed as poly- 
nomials in D1 and Dz. Let D be such an operator of minimal order m. 
The operator D can be written in the form (6.2). Since D satisfies the 
symmetries mentioned in Lemma 6.3 the mth order part of D must be a 
symmetric polynomial in (b/&s)2 and (o/&5)2. Then there exists a polynomial 
Q in two variables such that the operator Q((o/bs)s+ (o/ot)z, (o/bs)a(b/&)s) 
is equal to the mth order part of D. Hence D- &(DI, 02) is a differential 
operator of order less than m which admits the polynomials $%&,k(U, v) as 
eigenfunctions, so D-&(01, Dz) is a polynomial in DI and DZ and, there- 
fore, D is a polynomial in D1 and D2. This is a contradiction. It follows 
that each operator D admitting the polynomials Pn,k as eigenfunctions 
is equal to a certain polynomial Q(Dl, Dz). 
Next we have to prove that the polynomial Q is uniquely determined 
by D. Let Q(Dl, Dz)=O and suppose that Q is not the zero polynomial. 
Then 
Q(u, v) = m20 ;T cm, 1 um-21~1, 
- - 
where not all the coefficients cn, I, I= 0, 1, . . . ,[+n] are zero. It follows that 
&@I, D2) = 5 ‘F cm,1 
m-0 I-0 ( 
g + & + first order operator) 
m-21 
(‘ 
& g2 + third order 
> 
1 
. operator 
+ operator of order less than 2n. 
Since Q(Dl, Dz) = 0 the nth order part of &(DI, Dz) vanishes, hence cn, r = 0 
for Z=O, 1, . . . . [in]. This is a contradiction. Hence Q is the zero polynomial 
if Q(Dl, D2) is the zero operator. Q.e.d. 
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